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Class Act is excited to be entering our 26th year of delivering the finest Entertainment for Half Time Shows, Arts in Education for Schools, and Libraries, Colleges, Festivals, Sports Teams, Camps, and Corporate Events Around The World.

As former PTA president and Cultural Arts Representative for my children’s school, I have seen firsthand what a positive impact and benefit that an exposure to the arts at a young age can have on the lives of children. That’s why Class Act is dedicated to delivering only the most superb Entertainer or Speaker distinctively customized to your venue and event every time.

We pride ourselves on our personal, superior service and attention to every detail. From furnishing a Solo Performer to Full Service Festival and Event Planning, we honestly strive to determine and meet all of your needs. You have our promise of the utmost attention to every aspect of your event and we will work with you to provide the right fit and optimal result every time.

We wish to thank our many faithful return clients, many of whom we have had the pleasure and honor of serving for more than 25 years. Thank you to the talented Performers and Speakers who allow us to represent them. Welcome New Clients! We hope that you will experience the same friendship and business relationships that have been the true essence of Class Act over many years.

We look forward to an exciting, healthy and successful year for everyone now and in years to come.
Class Act Provides
A Variety of Talent for any Event

- Dancers
- Magicians
- Game Shows
- National Acts
- Concert Production
- Celebrity Impersonators
- Full Service Event Planning
- Sky Squad
- Casino Nights
- Living Statues
- Interactive Games
- And Special Events
- Corporate Events
- Conventions
- Theme Parks
- Concert Management
- Pianists
- Strolling Performers
- And Distinctive Entertainment For:
- Grand Openings
- Conventions
- Banquets
- Societies
- Magicians
- Jugglers
- Storytellers
- Game Shows
- National Acts
- Magicians
- Cabaret Acts
- Mentalists
- Ventriloquists
- Animal Acts
- Jugglers
- Storytellers
- Circus Acts
- Hypnotists
- Comedians
- Hypnotists
- Sports Shows
- Circus Acts
- Corporate Events
- Conventions
- Theme Parks
- Banquets
- Meetings
- Museums
- Camps
- Theaters
- Youth & Civic Groups
- International Tours
- Bar & Bat Mitzvahs
- Holiday Celebrations
- Private Parties
- Colleges/Universities
- School Assemblies
- Workshops /Residencies
- Fairs & Festivals

- Dancers
- Musicians
- Jugglers
- Storytellers
- Sports Shows
- Magicians
- Cabaret Acts
- Mentalists
- Hypnotists
- Circus Acts
- Game Shows
- Ventriloquists
- Comedians
- Jazz Combos
- Laser Shows
- National Acts
- Animal Acts
- String Quartets
- Harpists
- Classical Musicians

“...a great person!”
Assistant Principal, Edison Middle School
Green Bay, WI

www.class-act.com

“I have always booked with Rosemary. She’s very professional, well organized – a great person!”
Assistant Principal, Edison Middle School
Green Bay, WI

Check it out online!

---
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Keith Leaf
Class Act promises to provide fast, accurate and efficient responses to your requests, answer all of your questions honestly and assist in every way possible to deliver the ultimate performance experience for your event.

Class Act is dedicated to providing you with efficient, honest service and assistance in finding the right performer or speaker for your needs. Our return client base and earned trust has contributed to our impressive growth and strength in the field of the Arts, Entertainment and Sports Shows and speaks for the value of service.

All of our professional performers and speakers have been identified as tops in their respective fields. All shows are pre-screened and performers personally selected for their talent, professionalism, dependability and ability to customize their shows to specific themes and audiences.

We promise attention to the smallest detail. No task is too large or too small. We provide complete, attentive service from your first contact with us through our follow-up phone call. We make every effort to cover all of the bases to ensure complete understanding and no last minute surprises.

Class Act is built on honest, up-front relationships. We conduct business in a candid, upright fashion and in the best interest of all parties involved. We believe in a ‘Win/Win’ result and strive to achieve it 100% of the time.

We are committed to opening the door to enrichment and cultivating an appreciation for the Arts at a young age. All of our performers are consummate professionals in their field and will display their Art Form for the intrinsic value of “The Arts”. We believe that an Education in the Arts has a valuable role in the curriculum of our schools, and should be regarded for its own merit as inspiration, enrichment and providing knowledge of the diversity of our world.

View our curriculum connections at: www.class-act.com/curriculum
David Seebach

Wonders of Magic

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/wondersofmagic

He has disappeared from coast-to-coast! David Seebach brings a seldom-seen elegance, lots of charm and class to the stage with his signature style of mystery, wit and a commanding stage presence. Whether it’s for school children or business professionals, shows are always customized to suit any venue.

The Mentalist & Clue

Explore the mysterious “sixth sense” that resides somewhere in everyone’s skull with David Seebach’s Exceptional Sensory Performance. Sly, sharp and sophisticated, he will predict the decisions that you freely make; recreate writings from a century ago and virtually read your mind!

Experience the stage-sized version of the board game “Clue” where volunteers become Prof Plum, Miss Scarlet and other suspects. Six little coffins are introduced and there’s a familiar weapon in each. Large floor plans of the rooms in Mr. Boddy’s mansion are introduced and then, with a roll of a very large die, the game is afoot! Fun, nostalgic and a mind boggling climax.

Illusions of the Night

Everyone will enjoy the tricks and treats that David has woven into his acclaimed Halloween-themed stage show, offering thrills, chills and lots of laughs. With lovely assistants and eye-popping seasonal costuming, this show elicits humor and a touch of the macabre.

Other HOLIDAY THEMED Performances are also available. David Seebach’s HALF TIME SHOW has entertained many NBA and College audiences.

“David and his staff were very professional and the crowd loved the performance. Great Half Time Show!”
Ryan Chenault, Athletics Northwestern University Evanston, IL

“Christmas Season ushered in at Kahila on a Magical Note. Smooth, quick-witted and warm, Seebach dazzled, amazed and confounded the audience.”
West Hawaii Today
Ballet Folklorico Mexico
Dance, Music & Culture of Mexico

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/balletfolklorico

Founded in 1972, the Ballet Folklorico Mexico has been recognized as one of the most exciting groups presenting authentic regional dances of Mexico. This awe-inspiring dance troupe has traveled the world from China to the 2006 World Cup Tournament in Germany.

Through exciting dance, vibrant music, and elaborate breath taking costumes, this authentic troupe of 3 to 30 members brings traditions, ancient folklore and customs of Mexico to life. The thrilling dress includes flamboyant feathered outfits and headdresses adorned with beads, suede and 6-foot long pheasant tails — thought by the ancient Aztecs to provide mystical communication with the Gods.

Celebrating cultures from Veracruz to Tamaulipas, and traditions of the ancient Aztecs, Michoacans, Buerreros, Sonoras, Jaliscos, through the days of the Mexican revolution and magnificent ceremonial rituals, the majestic presence of the Ballet Folklorico Mexico will transport you on an unforgettable journey through their vibrant, exhilarating country.

Featuring World Champion Trick Roper Javier Escamilla in some performances, this world class troupe offers customized performances for all ages and venues.

“The dancers were amazing! We’re definitely planning on rebooking for next year. It was one of the best attended events! Beyond my expectations!”
Cara Patterson, Coordinator Student Life
Rock Valley College, Rockford, IL
Harlem Hoopsters
Freestyle Tricksters

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/harlemhoopsters

The Show: The ‘Hoopin’ talent of these professional freestyle athletes will astound, amaze and motivate the most discernible audience member. Darrell ‘Hi Rise’ Lamont Owens, Pat ‘Da Roc’, Jesse ‘Snake’ Muench, Kenny Rodriguez and other freestylers have starred in Nike® and And 1® commercials, as well as video games and motion pictures. With their freestyle moves, fancy dribbling and footwork routines incorporating music and choreography, these players demonstrate the ‘Art of Basketball’. Shows consist of from one to three players.

The Game: With a team of players, announcer and referee, The Hoopsters will play against your team of teachers, principal, CEO, college clubs or team…. Anyone who is game enough to compete with the antics and skill of these Tricksters.

The Harlem Hoospters tour regularly to NBA and College Half Times, Corporate Events, School Assemblies, Festivals, Theme Parks and Special Events of all kinds.

“The players were professional, friendly and courteous. They modified performances for each grade level. They were spectacular! I can’t emphasize enough how much the kids loved them! I appreciate that they spoke about the value of education, eating healthy and staying away from drugs and alcohol.”

Elizabeth Nix
PTA President
School 23
Yonkers, NY

“Awesome Half Time Show! They were very easy to work with.”
Danielle Palasak Todd, Athletic Marketing
University of North Alabama
Florence, AL

www.class-act.com
Wild World of Animals
Traveling Wildlife Show

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/wildworldofanimals

Wild World of Animals is a wildlife company specializing in entertaining and educational shows for a variety of occasions and events. The menagerie consists of more than eighty-five animals including big cats, wolves, other large carnivores, primates, birds of prey, parrots, monkeys, venomous and non-venomous snakes, crocodilians and other various reptiles, small mammals and amphibians, leopards, cougars, black bears, North American grizzly bear, black and white rusted lemurs, king cobra, 20’ python, snapping turtle, 8’ alligators, European eagle owls and more. Shows consist of approximately 9-14 animals.

With over 25 years of experience working with wild animals for TV and motion pictures, Wild World of Animals travels nationwide and is known as one of the best wildlife shows today.

The stage show is a fast-paced, entertaining romp and completely self-contained, needing only electricity and water for the event. The show often features a variety of animals — reptiles, birds and mammals — is originally scripted and is full of laughs and audience involvement.

Voted “one of the top five entertainment shows in the world for 2006” by the International Association of Amusement Parks and Attractions.
Under the leadership of steel pan player Rudy Crichlow, The Casplash Band a.k.a. Caribbean Splash has been bringing music of the Caribbean as well as popular American music to audiences in New York City and beyond.

The band started in 2000 and since then Rudy has added disc jockey, karaoke and a steel pan duet which can be seamlessly integrated into an entertainment package. Casplash has an educational component as well with a fun and interactive assembly which uses live music and video to teach students about various styles of music from throughout the Caribbean.

Rudy came to New York in 1995, earned a master’s degree in Music Education from New York University and went on to teach music in Brooklyn, New York for 7 years. He is the founder of Casplash Entertainment - Live Music and Disc Jockey company. He manages this company full time and serves as band leader for The Caribbean Splash Band a.k.a. Casplash and disc jockeys as well with the dj name of DJ Casplash.

Rudy has performed at Carnegie Hall with Skitch Henderson and the New York Pops, and in a Whitney Houston music video “I Believe in You and Me.” Rudy was a featured instrumentalist and actor in Kuntu Repertory Theater’s production of “The Evolution of Jazz” at the Edinburgh Scotland Fringe Festival. Rudy and his talented musicians currently tour to schools, colleges, corporate events and festivals world-wide.

“Casplash did an amazing job with the kids. Perfect for this age group of international middle and high schoolers.”

Student Activities Director
Yale University
New Haven, CT
Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/barefoothawaiians

Barefoot Hawaiians
Hawaiian Dance & Music

Bring the flavor and festiveness of the South Pacific to your next event with an authentic Polynesian performing troupe that has been enchanting audiences for more than 30 years.

The vibrant performance includes the dazzling Samoan Fire Knife dance, which features world-class, award-winning fire knife dancers, the thrilling visual Poi Balls dance from New Zealand and of course, the famous Hula dance from Hawaii.

Choreographed to music, including the thundering sounds of the Log Drums of the Islands, the program not only engages the audiences, but also includes their participation.

The troupe can vary in size from 3 to 30 dancers and musicians, and will substitute other dances where fire is not allowed. Performances are always customized to meet your needs, including providing strolling and greeting performers.

"The Barefoot Hawaiians did a spectacular job for our audience of more than one million people at our festival in Shanghai, China. They worked hard and never tired of our requests for more."
Ken Jiang, Shanghai Ou Mei Culture & Advertising Shanghai, China

"An excellent show. Everyone had a great time."
Michelle Taylor
Bradley University, Peoria, IL
Street Drum Corps

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/streetdrumcorps

Street Drum Corps is a world-renowned, high energy drum and percussion show formed in Los Angeles in 2004 that performs on Musical Tours, Performing Arts Centers, Festivals, Theme Parks, Sporting Events, Fairs, Military Bases, Private Parties, Schools and Colleges. Founding members Bobby Alt, Adam Alt and Frank Zullo had a vision to create something unique and unseen in the percussion world. Today SDC has grown into a global movement. SDC has performed with over 25 bands and toured more than 30 countries around the world supporting acts such as Linkin Park, 30 Seconds to Mars, Motley Crue, Deftones, Chris Cornell, Skrillex Grammy’s NARAS Concert (Performance to honor John Lennon & Yoko Ono)...and many more.

With 7 albums to their credit, SDC’s Blood Drums production is a regular during Halloween at Theme Parks throughout the country.

SDC has thrilled audiences throughout the NBA and College arenas with their Half Time show. Described as a cross between Stomp® and Blue Man Group® this dynamite drum corp is out of this world!

2013 Runners-up for Percussion Ensemble of the Year - Drum Magazine

"An Original, emotional, creative drum corps" MTV News

“This Los Angeles group took the premise of Stomp and twisted it into a crusty punk/world music/hip-hop hybrid.” Calgary Sun
Jabali African Acrobats
Kenya Alive!

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/jabaliafricanacrobats

Direct from Mombassa, Kenya these phenomenal acrobats combine the artistry of fast paced movement, music, dance and incredible acrobatic elegance to perform a full stage theatrical cirque extravaganza.

This thrilling performance exemplifies the link between Athletics and the Arts, with incredible acrobatics, contortions, tumbling, human pyramids, and chair balancing skills. Acrobatics turns to dance with the Congo Snake Dance, the Flaming Limbo Bar Dance, skip rope footwork techniques and comedy all to electrifying music. Audience participation is always included.

In addition to theatrical performances, stage shows and festivals worldwide, the Jabali Acrobats perform at NBA and college basketball half times. Other past performances include a special invitation to perform for former President Clinton in the White House, the Big Top Universoul Circus, the Big Apple Circus, ESPN sports television network, the Crook and Chase Show, and The Late Show With David Letterman to name only a few.

Truly a Univer-Soul experience to be customized to any venue.

"The energy they brought to our gym was unmatched by any other performer we have ever had before. The kids were so pumped up and had an amazing time. Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!"

Rabbi Tuli Klein
Camp Raninu, Honesdale, PA

"We bring this exciting act in once during regular season and again in playoffs. They’re truly crowd-pleasers!"

Tim Dameron, Game Presentation Manager
NBA Detroit Pistons

1-800-808-0917
Bubble Wonders
With Geoff Akins Hannah

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/bubblewonders

Looking for something New and Different? Look no further! Author, Speaker and Bubbleologist, Geoff Hannah, creates moments of wonder and awe during his uplifting Bubble Wonders Show.

Watch spellbound as Geoff creates bubble caterpillars, bubbles inside of bubbles, a fog-filled volcano bubble, gigantic dancing bubbles, Kid-in-a-Bubble and more!

Woven into the show are a variety of messages to inspire the children to read and use the library as a resource for making their dreams come true.

Equally important is the show’s theme: “Anything is possible!” Geoff attempts to create a square bubble. He fails along the way (on purpose...modeling persistence) though never gives up. By the end, Geoff discovers a way to create a square bubble!

Geoff’s gentle nature and gift of rapport with children have delighted audiences worldwide. His clients include Google, Toyota, Macy’s, and the National Geographic Channel! He has also co-authored two books including the self-improvement best seller, Empowered!

Kids of all ages will laugh as they learn all about the Art and Science of Bubbleology.

From assemblies to keynotes Bubble Wonders does it all!

“Your performance had such depth and meaning. Your quest to create a square bubble, and persistence in accomplishing that goal, gave our audience great ‘food for thought’. We hope your powerful message and charming presentation reaches and affects many more children.”

Rivki Karp
Director
Camp Bnos
Chicago

“It’s rare to find presentations that educate, entertain and inspire both students and staff at the same time! Your positive outlook and encouraging message to keep dreaming of endless possibilities was truly motivating.”

Ross Vittore, Principal,
Clearmont Elementary
Elk Grove Village, IL

www.class-act.com
Christopher Bolter is one of the nation’s hottest Mind Readers and Magicians in the market! Headlining at over 100 college campuses per year and working for some of the biggest companies in the world has made Chris a favorite from coast to coast.

Chris’ unique style has definitely set him apart in the field. With clients like Comcast, AT&T, Coca Cola and Apple under his belt, he is guaranteed to display his witty humor, love of psychology and impressive audience command in ways you can’t even imagine. He is definitely Not Your Typical Mentalist!

Chris had the opportunity to open on several occasions for actor Ryan Gosling’s band “Dead Man’s Bones”, along with having performed for celebrities like Steve Martin, Johnny Depp and Avril Lavigne. Now Chris does not claim any genuine psychic or clairvoyant ability. Yet you will have a hard time believing him. While answering private questions you never even said out loud, or showing you how your own phone number is connected to something you never thought possible, you and your guests will sit in awe. Chris uses the powerful tools of psychology, misdirection, suggestion and magic to lure you into a provocative ensemble of theatrical hilarity. Rest assured, anyone participating in Chris’ shows will be treated with the utmost respect, and will never, ever be embarrassed or asked to do anything uncomfortable whatsoever. Colleges, High Schools, Post Proms, Corporate, Festivals, Cruise Ships and even Strolling Mind Reading.

“Definitely the best mentalist to ever hit our campus!”
Worcester State University
Worcester, MA

“You were fantastic!”
Apple Inc.
Barynya

From Russia with Music, Dance & Love

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/barynya

The Russian music, dance and song ensemble Barynya is a world renowned group that enjoys exalting stature as the premier Russian folk ensemble. Barynya presents Russian, Cossack, Ukrainian, and Russian Gypsy traditional dance, music, songs, and virtuoso performances on instruments including the bayan, domra, balalaika, garmoshka (Russian folk button accordion) and balalaika-contrabass. Barynya has performed at Carnegie Hall, the National Constitution Center in Philadelphia, the Smithsonian Institute of America in Washington D.C., the United Nations in New York, and the Russian Embassy in Washington D.C.

Mazal Tov

Jewish dance/music

“Mazal Tov” is a traditional Jewish dance show from New York. This American-Jewish company is dedicated to celebrating the spirit of Jewish culture throughout the world of dance.

Gypsy Army

Merges Cossack, Russian, Ukrainian Dance, Music, Authentic Costumes and Instruments. Gypsy was featured on NBC’s Superstars of Dance.

“A great cultural experience for our students! We look forward to working with Class Act again!”

Jamie Venema
Assistant Principal
Fruitport Middle School
Fruitport, MI
**Watch the video at:** www.class-act.com/ropewarrior

“What Zorro is to the sword, what Indiana Jones is to the whip, David Fisher is to the rope.” That’s how the Chicago Sun-Times described David Fisher’s amazing show. Fisher has performed his kinetic jump rope feats for the likes of Boris Yeltsin, and former Presidents Clinton and Bush. David has been featured on Guinness World Records: Primetime and Ripley’s Believe It or Not, and holds two World Records.

In his high-impact, high-energy show David Fisher delivers spectacular routines choreographed to a kaleidoscope of music. Trick rope techniques performed with power, finesse and breakneck speed are enhanced with vibrant music and a brilliant breathtaking light show executed with glow ropes. Audiences always get involved in this healthy approach to entertainment.

**Rap and Ropenastics**

And Now! David’s newest musical albums are a must-listen. He’s been classified as the “New Rafii!” Rap and Ropenastics for Kids!!

David offers this healthy role model in Clinics, Workshops, and Residencies.

“Totally outstanding performance! Teachers and students praised the program and asked to have him back again. Very few programs create kids’ enthusiasm the way this did.”

Jayne Rice, Director of Educational Outreach

Honeywell Center

Wabash, IN

**www.class-act.com**
The Silk Road Acrobats were founded in 2004 as a source for high quality, authentic and affordable cultural entertainment. The choreography is a fusion of traditional acrobatics and modern dance, giving freshness to the performances. The music is a balance of hard/soft, exciting/calm, strong/weak — emulating the Yin Yang (Dark/Light and Female/Male) interpretation of the Chinese culture. The show is a high energy, tinged with danger, never-to-be-forgotten extravaganza that has audiences of all ages on the edge of their seats.

Vignettes can include: Hoop Diving, Plate Spinning, Candelabra Contortion, Happy Chef, Hula Hoop Contortion, Mask Changing, Straw Hat Juggling, Handkerchief Spinning, Pole Diving, Mongolian Contortion, and of course the famous Lion Dance.

With colorful costumes, thrills and excitement, and credits from the famed Chinese Circus in China to motion pictures, commercials and NBA Half Times, this troupe can deliver everything from individual acts to fully choreographed theatrical shows. Performances are tailored to fit any venue and budget.

"Absolutely Amazing! Everyone in the audience was spellbound! Thank you for everything! It was seamless from our first conversation with Class Act through your spectacular show."

Debbie Payne, Commerce Casino
Commerce, CA

“A great show for all of Los Angeles to see.”

Jason Michael Jin
Chinatown New Year Chairman
Chinatown, Los Angeles, CA
For Schools and Libraries:
The Kalapriya Dancers bring myths and stories from ancient India to modern times. Using hand gestures, facial expression, rhythms and counter rhythms with bells on their feet, brilliantly costumed performers showcase classical Indian dance Bharata Natyam. The stories passed down through oral traditions for centuries are narrated and performed by the dancers.

Concert Performances:
Internationally acclaimed Artists Pranita Jain and Lyon Leifer bring the timeless tradition of classical Indian performing tradition alive in this production called "Ragamala". In Ragamala the connection and dialog between Indian music, artwork, and dance developed. Ragamala means a beaded string of musical melodies where each melody is associated with a particular mood or time of the day or season. Through the art of classical Indian dance, with its symbolic body stances, hand gestures and facial expression, Pranita Jain brings to life these paintings to the melodiouls music of Lyon Leifer.

"Pranita is a dance artist of the highest caliber. I am always impressed with the extraordinary poeticism and delicacy of her work. She gave extremely clear, in-depth explanations of the complex meanings behind the Indian dances she performed.”
Charles Richter, Head Drama & Speech Dept. Muhlenberg College, Allentown, PA
The Bungee Jumpers Jump Rope Team is a performance jump rope team that travels around the country to perform for schools, camps, Half Time Shows and special events of all kinds.

The 40 minute theatrical show consists of dance and fancy footwork all performed with precision and grace using the jump rope as a prop. These kids have exquisite discipline and stage presence and have become stars in their own right. The message of hard work and perseverance to reach your goal comes through loud and clear in each performance.

“We LOVED the Bungee Jumpers! Definitely our best assembly in a long time!”

Julie Slackman
Shady Grove Elementary School
Ambler, PA

“Your young performers were fabulous! Each jump was more impressive than the next. We were wowed! Our fans were on their feet, clapping to the music the entire time. Even our basketball coaches who were in the locker room during the half time got wind of the performance and said their families and friends were asking for more!”

Jaclyn D’Olio
Drexel University Athletic Marketing
Philadelphia, PA
Novel Ideas is an educational theater troupe that uses improvisation to educate, excite and inspire creative writing. With lots of audience participation, props and costumes, Novels Ideas’ players dramatize children’s thoughts, ideas and original writings. Creative thinking and imagination are fostered as children construct their own piece of literature. Students will then see their creations come to life with comedy, drama, audience participation and other theatrical elements.

**Premier Program**

*Novel Ideas’ Premier Program* introduces children to the elements and construction of a story. Through improvisational exercises, audience members contribute to the production of an original and hilarious presentation.

**Encore Program**

*Novel Ideas’ Encore Program* involves a return-performance by the actors to perform some of the original writings from the students. Stories are performed in such styles as mystery, opera, and silent film. The result is always an energetic, hysterical and exciting educational performance.

Shows can be performed as a two-part program or a one-time event.

“Outstanding as always! One of our favorite assemblies. Thanks.”
Dr. Ellyn Zimmerman, Principal
Oakwood School
Oakwood, IL

“There’s no better way to encourage student writing than to have Novel Ideas come out to perform. The students are on cloud nine as they watch their stories come to life.”
Sue Kuligowski, Principal
Park Elementary School
Orland Park, IL
Freestyle Repertory Theatre

Theatre Sports

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/freestyle

Experience Live Theatre’s link between audience and actor with the fun-filled thrill of Freestyle Repertory Theatre. From 50 people at a Saturday evening coffee house in a no-holds-barred contest or 500 kids in a public school gym, FRT’s professional Improvisational actors skilfully guide young people through challenges of teamwork, literary styles, and historical periods through their suggestions and participation. A completely spontaneous and wildly unpredictable, live, outrageous on-stage performance.

Since 1980 Freestyle Rep has performed their theatrical improvisation on and off Broadway theatres of New York City, and at schools, libraries and camps.

FRT is focused on programs for children & families. We feel a theatre company must present only its best work to children, for the same reason that one hopes children are fed only the best food: to nourish them as they grow — in this case, to nourish a developing understanding & appreciation for Theatre. The performances introduce thousands of students to the excitement of live theatre at their schools & community centers.

“FRT is close to being a civic treasure.”
Syd Steinhardt
Offoffonline.com

Hundreds receive in-depth improv instruction in their classrooms through our RESIDENCIES PROGRAM.

FAMILY PERFORMANCES for the general public bring children & parents into neighborhood theatres.

TEEN EDITION, dedicated high school groups learn to collaborate with each other to perform their own improv show.

“Simply put, this was the best assembly we have ever had.”
Teacher
Princeton Day School
Princeton, NJ
Meatballs?? Well, maybe not, but expect amazing, high-flying aerial artistry. A gourmet array of high wire shenanigans, contortionists, spoof magic, juggling, acrobatics, European clowning and hilarious slapstick offer an energetic feast of comedy and outrageous stunts. The Flying Meatball Circus is easy to digest and delicious for palates, funny bones, and eyeballs of all ages.

Offering hyper-hilarious and astounding acts of juggling, acrobatics, clowning, magic, slapstick comedy, and daring stunts, this cast of multidisciplinary circus artists has it all. The Flying Meatball Circus is a cadre of elite performers who forgot to take themselves seriously.

"It was soooo wonderful! The girls were jumping out of their skin. The girls were chanting 'best break out ever, best break out ever!' Thank you for a perfect evening!"

Anna Black Morin
Assistant Director
Pine Forest, Timber Tops
and Lake Owego Camps
Greeley, PA
Michael Rosman
Amazing Feats of Comedy with Circus Flare

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/michaelrosman

Michael Rosman’s Amazing Feats of Comedy combines original tricks and stunts with humor and comedic action that gives audiences a wonderfully crafted program always producing wide smiles and gut-splitting laughs. Juggling, amazing balancing with Bowling Balls and Blenders that whip up a smoothie while balanced on Michael’s head! Bullwhips, contortions, acrobatic spofs on a unicycle, a free-standing tight-wire 7 feet above the ground and more...All highlight Michael’s repertoire of stunts and Amazing Feats of Comedy!

Michael is a veteran of cruise ships, colleges, festivals, casinos and circuses. Seen on Letterman and Leno, he still rocks the house for young audiences. He is founder of Laughter Arts Foundation and director of Circus Campstars, the premier circus camp in the mid-Atlantic region.

“The roster’s standout is Michael Rosman. His inspired zaniness makes the tired comedy-juggling genre a treat. What really sets him apart is a wild sense of humor that is heavy on genuinely funny slapstick and sharp verbal jesting.”

Chuck Darrow, Boardwalk Beat
Ashbury Park Press
Atlantic City, NJ

“Wow, That was something!”
David Letterman

800-808-0917
Breaksk8
Roller Skating Break Dancers

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/breaksk8

Breaksk8 was formed in 2001 by skaters Shannon Anthony and Jessy Nice. Over the years they have amazed audiences around the globe with their unique style of entertainment on wheels. Never before has roller skating and break dancing been combined in such an acrobatic, athletic, artistic and precise display of talent. Whether in front of 30,000 basketball fans for a Half Time Show, 100 million TV viewers or a theater with 1000 school children and families, Breaksk8 is a hit every time.

Breaksk8 received worldwide exposure when they appeared on MTV’s hit reality show “America’s Best Dance Crew”. Breaksk8 entertained millions live on Fox TV with pop diva Mariah Carey as the headlining act of the “Teen Choice Awards 2008”. In 2009 they appeared on “America’s Got Talent”.

**Half Time Entertainment** is a specialty of Breaksk8. Performing for NBA, NCAA & WNBA, the perfect Half Time Show delivers exciting thrills and fast paced acrobatics.

Breaksk8 has been bringing down the house at tradeshows, corporate events and conventions since 2005. Always age appropriate, customized and exhilarating. Breaksk8 WILL deliver!

“Amazing Show! That’s why we bring them back time and time again!”

Todd Bosma, NBA Game Operations
Portland Trailblazers
Bob Love
Inspirational Speaker

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/speakers/boblove

As a child Bob overcame poverty, deprivation and went on to reach his goal of becoming a Champion NBA player with the Chicago Bulls, second in scoring only to Michael Jordan. Despite Bob’s success as an athlete, he was not able to do something we all take for granted — speaking. Stuttering brought him pain and hardship. Today, Bob Love is Director of Community Relations for the Chicago Bulls and has been a recipient of countless speaking awards. His life story has been chronicled by Barbara Walters for ABC’s 20/20 news, Sports Illustrated and ESPN to name only a few.

A Modern day inspiration in overcoming any obstacle!

Look for The Bob Love Story at your favorite bookstore and at Amazon.com

“Bob’s presentation was outstanding! Bob’s story and his delivery are so inspirational that it would be hard for any individual to find an excuse not to live up to their highest potential after hearing this presentation.”
Ronald Hollis
Chairman, St. Louis Taste of Million Dollar Round Table Committee

www.class-act.com
Through first-person narration, Veteran Actor Derek Evans travels back through TR’s days as a soldier, conservationist, athlete, philosopher, adventurer, Nobel Prize winner, scholar, teacher, visionary, father and 26th President of the United States. The exciting personal and public account of TR comes to life with amazing clarity and surprising present-day similarities. The performance strongly highlights this man’s inner commitment to family values and protection of the environment. Programs are always customized. Pre-concert notes are furnished for Educational Theater performances.

Derek tours nationally and appears regularly at the Visitor’s Center of the White House, the Body Politic and the Court Theater where he was nominated for the Joseph Jefferson Citation for two separate performances.

“Derek Evans was engaged to portray Teddy Roosevelt at the White House. From the moment he began speaking, his strong robust voice and mannerisms captivated the audience.”

Kathy Langley, Visitor Center
White House, Washington, DC

“Thank you for your performance at our events in connection with the American Presidency exhibition. Everyone was universally ecstatic and really enjoyed your presentation.”

David Cholewiak
Chicago Historical Society
Chicago, IL
High-Energy Trivia

Real Live Game Shows

Watch their video at: www.class-act.com/acts/AZentertainment

Thousands of people audition every year to be on game shows. Forget the auditions! Bring the excitement and fun of a real live game show to your next event! High Energy Trivia does that with a show complete with buzzers, contestant booths, prizes and professional emcees.

Using television-quality sets, staging, sound and lights, these shows are the ideal way for generating audience participation and having a great time. Additionally, shows can be customized to fit a theme, message or idea for your audience.

High Energy Trivia is one of several game shows available.

DJs and video dance parties are also available.

“Excellent! Everyone had a wonderful time and felt involved.”
Jane Bale, Assistant Principal
Saint Bernardine School
Forest Park, IL

“A real treat! Students just loved you guys! The trivia was smart and funny!”
Student Activities Coordinator
Tulsa Community College SE
Tulsa, OK
Bobby Hunt, better known as “Circus Boy,” brings a refreshingly clean and exciting adventure in comedy to everyone from an after dinner corporate function to Grandparents Day at school. With finesse and good-natured wit, Bobby skillfully weaves varied activities such as animated physical comedy, balancing, juggling and audience participation into a delightful production that brings the finesse of the vaudevillian tradition to a contemporary setting for today’s audience. Circus Boy’s array of talents including unicycle riding and balancing on a ladder, combined with his humor make him a likeable, enjoyable and in-demand performer for virtually any setting.

Bobby has toured with the Ringling Bros. & Barnum and Bailey Circus, appeared on TNT, CBS, PBS and “Ripley’s Believe it or Not.” He has opened for such acts as the Beach Boys, Weird Al Yankovic, Jackie Mason, the Smother’s Brothers and Billy Ray Cyrus. Additionally, he has performed at Disneyland, more than 400 colleges and corporate events, festivals in Japan, Tahiti and Australia and other venues worldwide.

“Very entertaining! Circus Boy involved the students and staff and was very talented!”

John Fitzsimmons, Principal
St. James Catholic School
Rockford, IL
Joel Ward
Hollywood Magician

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/joelward

Joel’s high energy original magic has astonished people throughout the world. As he makes things appear and disappear, Joel presents award-winning magic by combining classical magic with a contemporary flare. Joel’s mind-boggling magical talent ranges from hilarious audience interaction, to close-up magic and flashy Las Vegas styled illusions.

Born and raised in Cardiff by the Sea, California, Joel started his own business at age 10, performing at children’s birthday parties. By age 15 Joel became a World Champion Teen Magician after placing 1st at the International Brotherhood of Magicians (the World’s largest magic organization) annual competition. That same year Joel was picked out of hundreds of magicians to appear on television with Master Magician Lance Burton.

Joel currently performs hundreds of shows a year at Casinos, Colleges, Cruise Ships, on National Television, and for Corporate clients. Joel is a regular at Hollywood’s famed “Magic Castle”.

School Assemblies:
Custom themed shows are available including “Say No to Drugs”, “Say No To Strangers”, “Anti-Bullying” and “Better Self Esteem”.

“Joel’s high-energy show was packed with dazzling tricks, audience participation, side-splitting humor and family fun. Joel kept our large audience thoroughly entertained.”

Ginger Safstrom, Youth Services Manager
Temecula Public Library
Temecula, CA

“Joel’s show is wonderful! His humor and ability to interact with the audience add excitement. Joel’s magic is entertaining for the whole family and our guests keep coming back year after year to see him.”

Katie Eichhorst
Four Seasons Resort
A Zoo To You will bring their exotic animal show to you for an educational and fun filled, hands on presentation. Great for school assemblies, libraries, festivals, park districts, scouting events and much more. Experience first hand 6-8 exotic animals including Wallaby, Tortoise, Skunk, Alligator, Snapping Turtle, Fox, Patagonian Cavy, Hedgehog, Kinkajous, Porcupine, Macaw, Cockatoo, Albino Burmese Python, Red Tailed Boa, Madagascar Hissing Cockroaches, Black Throat Monitor, Black/White Tegu, Marine Toad, Bearded Dragons, Albino Red Ear Slider, Blue Tongue Skink and more.

Separate Reptile Shows and Insect Shows are also available.

For venues in the greater Chicagoland area, A Zoo to You also offers Pony Rides, Wagon Rides, Sleigh Rides, Petting Zoo and Live Reindeer.

www.class-act.com
Class Act is a leading provider of Half Time Programming for the NBA, NFL, NHL, MLB, MLS, Colleges and other Professional Sports Teams.
Great Big Faces

By Paul Merklein

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/greatbigfaces

Paul’s show features dynamic art, comedy & audience participation, entertaining all ages. Paul performs for schools, libraries, festivals and events across the country, inspiring audiences to discover their talent, use their imagination, and have fun drawing!

Paul has performed at The Chicago Mayor’s Festivals, Milwaukee’s Summerfest, Harvard University and The Smyrna Opera House in Delaware.

In Paul’s WORKSHOPS and RESIDENCIES, students will draw each other and watch what one’s impression of a face will show, and how different expressions are interpreted in individual ways.

“Our patrons loved your program. We were really inspired.”
Marietta Phillips, Director
Little Falls Library
Little Falls, NY

“You were a huge hit!”
Mary Russell
Entertainment Coordinator
Milwaukee Irish Fest
Mark Hayward, National Yo-Yo Champion, entertains, amazes and continues to astound audiences with his yo-yoing and much more.

Performances consist of amusing combinations of comedy and object manipulation. Mark uses yo-yos, tops, gyroscopes and juggling equipment as well as nontraditional props — in a fun, witty and engaging style. Shows are always customized to the audience age and venue.

Mark is a former Masters World Yo-Yo Champion. His unbelievable talents with the yo-yo include tricks like the Atom Smasher and the Brain Twister, as well as old favorites like Walk the Dog and Rock the Baby.

Education Assemblies, Strolling performances, Workshops and Clinics are available.

Stunt Lab - Mark’s 2 Man Theatrical Spoof: Mark and Jonathan have been flaunting their useless skills for years, and are at the top of the circus/variety arts field, but now they have decided to get seriously scientific about their latest undertaking: breaking a Guinness World Record. Using everyday objects, their quick wit, and years of training, this duo creates unique and unusual tricks and stunts that are sure to please thrill seekers of all ages.

Join this unlikely pair in their laboratory as they prepare themselves mentally and physically to be the best at useless skills no one else would, or should, attempt in pursuit of “The Greatest Stunt of All Time”.

“Mark’s show appealed to a wide range of age groups and consistently drew large crowds as well as positive comments. His wit and impressive tricks were greatly appreciated by all.”

Vic Thomas, Entertainment Director
Summerfest, Milwaukee, WI
Thirza Defoe

Grammy Award Winning Native American Performer

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/thirza

Thirza Defoe is from the Ojibwe and Oneida tribes of Northern Wisconsin. She has achieved worldwide acclaim as a hoop dancer, storyteller and cultural educator.

Her dance repertoire consists of: The Opening Ceremonies of the Olympic Games in Barcelona, the Millennium celebration in Egypt, the World Cultures in Dubai, and many more celebrations throughout the world. Thirza’s acting credits include a starring role and narrator in the Emmy award winning “People of the Forest” for PBS, Charlotte in Charlotte’s Web and many more.

Performances can consist of thrilling hoop dancing, singing, storytelling, drumming and sharing a cultural awareness of ancient to present day traditions and history of Native Americans. In 2009 Thirza was awarded a Grammy for her album “Come to Me Great Mystery”.

Suited for School Assemblies, Libraries, Colleges, Performing Arts Centers, Festivals and special events of all kinds.

“Bold, provocative, and highly experimental, Cache Girl Saves the World introduces a new medium for literary fiction: the “novel in visions”.

The Chicago Reader

“Ms. Defoe’s singing was thrilling, suggesting the wild cry of big high-flying birds!”

J. Dunning
The New York Times
Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/jeffboyer

Jeff Boyer has been performing his many versions of the Art of Bubbling to sold out audiences for more than 15 years. The zaniest, most creative Bubble Show you will ever see mixes comedy, music, special effects and interaction, producing high-power laughter and the most extravagant bubbles in the universe.

**Bubble Trouble**

A bubble volcano, fog filled bubbles, multi colored bubbles. Jeff explains what makes up a bubble; why they are shaped the way they are; what holds them together; why they are multi-colored.

**The Attainable Sustainable Energy Show**

A Bubble Show that focuses on conserving and saving our planet.

**Fun With Energy**

Jeff shows how energy is what makes the world work. The science of energy is illustrated by the laws and forces that govern the world around us. Shows are customized to all age groups - elementary schools, senior citizens, corporations, teens, family audiences. Study Guides are furnished in advance for school assemblies.

“The children were excited, engaged and educated. Hands on and interactive was the key to keeping the children’s attention when there were so many other distractions. What a FABULOUS show!”

Jennifer Molnar, Entertainment Dept
The Great Escape & Splashwater Kingdom
Lake George, NY

“Jeff has performed at all of our events for the past five years! When I found him we stopped looking for others.”

Patricia Virgilio, Administration
Anheuser-Busch Inc
Newark, NJ
Mr. Taps  
The King of Whimsical Dance

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/taps

Ayrie King III, better known as “Mr. Taps,” has been captivating audiences for most of his life. Mr. Taps has performed at such places as The Apollo Theater in New York, The Cotton Club Review, ABC Television, and Live for Sammy Davis Jr., as well as numerous corporate events, theaters and conventions throughout the world.

Engaging and charismatic, Mr. Taps defines a style uniquely his own, as he showcases the innovative flair of Fred Astaire, the quick action of Ann Miller and the classical flash of the Nicholas Brothers. From the jumps of Bojangles to the fancy footwork of Gregory Hines, Mr. Taps’ high-energy delivery creates an infectious current of excitement, always leaving the audience wanting more.

From School Assemblies, complete with Educational Notes, to World tours, Mr. Taps is The Real Thing for your entertainment needs.

“Mr. Taps is a phenomenal entertainer, extremely talented, and the audience gave him a standing ovation! What a gift he has to share with everyone!”

Reba Wachel  
Berwyn Park District  
Berwyn, IL

“Thank you for leaving such a positive impact on my son! He has even asked for tap shoes for Christmas!”

Amanda Kaufman, Parent  
Jennings Elementary School  
Quincy, MI
Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/swiftshift

QUICK CHANGE ACT: A popular half time show, astounding results in the blink of an eye. Ekaterina will transform into a completely different costume in a split second. This unique act has amazed and dazzled audiences at festivals, theme parks, cruise ships, and sporting events worldwide.

MAGIC ACT: Appearing regularly at Hollywood’s famous Magic Castle, Stoil and Ekaterina perform their fast-paced, high energy full stage magic extravaganza for colleges, corporations, performing arts centers, theme parks, fairs and festivals worldwide.

In 2006, they received the Prestige Merlin Magic Award for the Best and Most Colorful Quick Change Act from The International Magicians Society. Fluent in many languages, they can entertain multi-lingual audiences throughout the world.

They have been seen on many international TV shows; as well as luxury cruise ships; in the Canary Islands, Greece, Italy, Cyprus, Egypt, and Israel; and many major first class hotels, exclusive clubs, and variety theaters.

“A superb performance. We pride ourselves in securing quality and entertaining acts, and you did not disappoint our attendees.”
Mike Stratman, Talent Chairman
Winter Carnival of Magic

“You and your colorful magic, great music and good classic and modern magic were an asset to our event.”
George Schindler
Producer
Salute To Magic Show

www.class-act.com
Comedy Critter Concert
With Tony and Alena

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/comedycritter

This amazing menagerie of performing animal-stars includes performing Cats, Birds, Pigs, Dogs, and even Pigeons! Who said a mule is not smart? Watch what Donne Donkey can do. All trained with only positive reinforcement, these creatures perform amazing feats of walking a tight rope, playing ball, jumping rope, and much more.

With credits of Animal Planet, Pet Star, the Tonight Show with Jay Leno and many others, these creatures have appeared at many theme parks, theaters, and television shows throughout the world including Disney, Cypress Gardens, Big Cat Adventure Park, and the Yakov Smirnov Show.

Trained with and Performing for Love and Laughter. Shows can be combined or performed individually.

“Beautiful, elegant, graceful.”
Mario Lopez

“Lovely, lovely act!”
Jay Leno
The Division BMX Stunt Team is formed from an elite group of professional BMX riders who have come together to both promote the sport of BMX riding as well as show the world what BMX is truly about, riding with friends and channeling energy toward something positive. With over 10 years of BMX performances under their belts, the Division BMX Stunt Team knows how to entertain and keep an audience on the edge of their seats.

Witnessing stunt riding on tv is one thing, but to have it up close and personal is an experience that will leave spectators in amazement and wanting more. Watch in awe as stunt riders perform tricks at heights reaching over 25 feet above the ground. With high-flying entertainment, the Division BMX Stunt Team creates an energetic atmosphere every time they perform. Their professional announcer will leave the crowd in bellyaches with original humor and non-stop antics. The shows generally last between 20-40 minutes, with an autograph session if permitted. The autograph session allows the riders a chance to both meet the audience and provide an autographed souvenir to take home! Division BMX offers you the flexibility to fit stunt performances to any event. Want a grand-finiel type production to captivate a large crowd? We can do that. Looking for a short performance to open for another act? No problem. We are flexible and will be happy to work with you on a performance that is sure to astound and add a real blast of excitement!
The Drumline
Performance Drumming

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/drumline

This group of talented youth from Chicago’s inner city has been drumming their way into the hearts of audiences at fairs, festivals, schools, major sporting events and corporate events throughout the country.

Founder and Director Jerome Altman started the group in 1990. With a background in drumming himself, Jerome had a vision to pull kids from the community and give them a purpose and skill where they could excel. The mission is to give these young people a positive outlet for growth and success, while diverting attention from the Street. The group has become so much more and is still spreading the message of staying in school, away from gangs and drugs and using your talent to uplift yourself and others in a positive, constructive direction. Now 30 years later Jerome is proud to be attending college graduations right and left.

“Just the energy I was looking for! Our guests were literally jumping out of their seats to get closer to the action.”
Gerry Jenich, CEO
NuCare Services Corp.
With Tricks, Live Animals, Illusions, props, music, set and always lots of audience participation, Stephen Christopher performs a show for all ages.

**School Assemblies and Libraries:**
Stephen’s themed shows include Anti-Bullying and Self Esteem, Reading Rocks, Fitness/Wellness, Holidays or can be geared to a theme of your choice. Workshops are also available.

**Comedy Hypnosis and Beyond:**
Certified Hypnotist, Stephen performs his outrageously funny Hypnosis show appealing to Teens through Seniors. Always engaging, tastefully performed and a guaranteed uproariously enjoyable time. Stephen has performed his Hypnosis show for High Schools, Colleges, Corporations, Fairs, Festivals, Parties, Resorts, Theme Parks, Cruise Ships, and Special Events of all kinds.

**Comedy Mind Reading:**
Let Stephen take you on a Journey of the Mind where you will be amazed at the tricks our minds play on us. Perfect for Middle School age kids. Shows are always tailored to age and venue.

A Favorite at Fairs, Festivals, Resorts and Theme Parks, Stephen's **Traveling Medicine Show / Snake Oil Salesman Show** is a hit with generations. The Wild West recreated with a full-size, vintage wagon packed with animated gadgets, gizmos and confetti cannons. Even a Retro Fortune Telling Booth where Stephen offers Free Palm Reading. Live animals including Bunnies, Doves and a 7-foot Boa-Constrictor, Music, Magic, Mind Reading and Comedy will transport audiences back to the Good Ol’ Days.

"Everyone... children and adults absolutely loved your program. Simply the most successful program we’ve ever had!"
Rose Emma Calabrese, Youth Services
Greenwood Lake Library
Greenwood Lake, NY

"Stephen’s shows are always good, clean fun and we know we can count on his entertainment to be a hit with all ages at our popular festivals year after year."
Jim Tust, General Manager
Shawnee Mountain, Poconos, PA
Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/envirodrum

On the surface EnviroDrum is a percussion group comprised of professional musicians who have a passion for music and an eye for engaging performance. The group takes their love of music and couples it with a desire for preserving the environment.

The founder of the group, Jeff Salem, is a professional percussionist from Toronto, Canada. Jeff yearned to spread environmental awareness in his community and felt strongly that if he appealed to the young generation he could start a grassroots movement. His way of spreading that awareness was simple: percussion.

EnviroDrum uses strictly recyclable products as percussion instruments. To complement their rhythm section, keyboards and vocals are added.

The 3R’s “REDUCE, REUSE & RECYCLE” and the value, fun and excitement of learning to play a musical instrument are coupled with entertaining moments when the group performs different styles of music, and explanations of rhythms, beats and pitch.

Upon request, they will also touch on topics specific to a schools’ musical program.

Workshops are also available. Topics include how to make percussive instruments from recyclable items and how to make music in a group setting. A performance composition will be created in each workshop.

Shows are perfect for schools, festivals, and corporate companies.

"Amazing, Fun, Educational, Entertaining, Exciting and Informative! What more could you ask for in a great show?"

Roberta Canning
City of Brampton

One last comment from one of our pre-school teachers:
"The children were drawing on a project, when some of them started humming and then singing: We will we will recycle, recycle".
Niancho Eniyaley
African Performers

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/niancho

African Music, Dance, and Culture have never been more alive with excitement and authenticity. Niancho Sanneh, a former dance and drum artist with the Bougarabou African Ballet of Saly M’Bour, West Africa was born and raised in Senegal, West Africa. Niancho began dancing at the age of six. Now with his versatile troupe of 3 to 10 of the best African dancers and musicians in the business, he delivers high energy, high quality music, dance and portrayal of mysterious African folklore.

Innovative choreography, breathtaking costumes and captivating dances can include performances on stilts and fire eating.

Niancho customizes all performances to age group and venue. Workshops and Residencies include geography, natural resources, social customs, ecology, folktales, languages, artifacts and of course dance and music of many regions in Africa.

“The audience enthusiastically embraced them and I would book them again.”
Sally Palao
Ogdensburg Command Performances
Ogdensburg, NY

“Mr. Sanneh has given the gift of beautiful sound and dance to hundreds of students at Longfellow. I highly recommend him for any event.”
Peter Pannel, Principal
Longfellow Elementary School
Pasadena, CA
Flores Family Thrill Show
Heart-stopping Chills & Thrills

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/floresfamily

The Flores Thrill Show provides a full array of circus thrill acts. Shows can incorporate thrill acts such as the “Globe of Death”, “Giant Space Wheel”, as well as thrilling High Wire Acts, Animal Acts, and Specialty Acts.

The Flores Thrill Circus can be presented in an open-air format, in your venue, or in their specialized European styled tent. Completely self-contained, the show provides state of the art lighting, sound, and pyrotechnics. Shows can vary in length from 10 minutes to 2 hours.

• Motorcycle Madness in the GLOBE OF DEATH as seen on National TV – “Extra” and ESPN

• Heart-Stopping Thrills 30 Feet in the air as a performer walks the moving SPACE WHEEL!

• Lady Daredevil Defies gravity 65 Feet in the air on the SENSATIONAL SWAY POLE!

• Blood-Curdling Thrills 50 Feet above the ground on the MOTORCYCLE RACEWAY IN THE SKY!!

“They were perfect for our event. It was spectacular! People have not seen anything like it, and they were great to work with.”

Brett Galley
Meeting Planner
Greenwich, CT
Travel with us back to the summer of 1959, when Hawaii has just joined the union. Surf, Sand and Hula are rocking the nation! The tourists will rapidly descend the island where they are greeted by hula dancers and traditional Hawaiian floral lei. Follow along as they check into their island resort, go on a surf lesson and become enchanted by the island dancers. You’re sure to smell the flowers and hear the surf!

These authentic dancers and musicians perform traditional music and dance from many of the Polynesian countries and will customize their show to any size venue and budget.

“The dancers displayed their wonderful art form from the native Hula to the Fire Knife Dance. Our guests were so pleased with the artists’ professionalism and their excellent performance. A great experience!”

Gajendra Sharma, Food & Beverage Manager
Hilton Hotel
Abu Dhabi

““The dancers were beautiful, timely and professional. They told stories, danced and gave instructions to the audience of over one hundred college freshman, who were transfixed. They kept the audience engaged and entertained throughout.”

Sharnette Underdue, Associate Director
CSUF Housing & Residential Life
California State University Fullerton
Fullerton, CA
Hilby
Skinny German Juggling Boy

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/hilby

Hilby creates unforgettable moments for his audiences with such death-defying feats as The New Schrubber Schrubb Schrubb of Doom, in which he juggles an electric powered hedge trimmer, a bowling ball and a flaming beanie baby. Working in the tradition of the legendary silent vaudeville-inspired comedians such as Buster Keaton as well as the great mimes Marcel Marceau and Lecoq, Hilby presents a show without boundaries in which artistry and anarchy are blended into utter hilarity.

Hilby is the living proof that being German doesn’t mean you cannot be funny. While being an expert in juggling all sorts of objects and subjects as well as countless circus and variety skills such as Unicycling, Ropewalking, Unsupported Ladder, Fire Manipulations and Eating, Balancing Stunts and more, he really gets his audience involved and creates magical and hilarious moments through their participation. Watch out for catapults, marshmallows, lots of velcro and the bowling-ball of terror.

Hilby has training in modern dance and mime and his body is as expressive as the words he speaks. Poetry in motion!

“As always the show proved to be very popular with the 15,000 plus children and families we had on site. We received tons of compliments on your performance. I can’t say thank you enough for the wonderful job you did.”
Tracey Kell,
Program Director Norfolk Festivent Ltd.
Sky Squad, led by Andres Baines, has thrilled millions of fans with their aerial artistry. Dazzling acrobatic flips and twists off mini trampolines mixed with comedy antics, mid air passes and dynamic slam dunking deliver non-stop pure energy excitement to audiences of all ages. These talented gymnasts travel to schools, festivals, corporate events, camps and Half Time Shows world-wide. Sky Squad is the official dunk team for the WNBA Chicago Sky.

“Sky Squad was outstanding! They had so much energy and were very interactive with the audience. Everyone enjoyed their show. I highly recommend this group to anyone.”

Rebecca Chudik, Recreation Supervisor, Bloomington Park District, Bloomington, IL

Solo appearances with Acrobatic Sky Guy are available for parades, parties, school assemblies, and special events of all kinds.
Keith Leaf

Dynamic Amazing Fire and Juggling

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/keithleaf

Keith’s juggling odyssey began 10 years ago with a trip around the world and has never stopped. THE FLAMING SLINKY OF DEATH, blazing meteor balls, fire dog leashes, flaming tennis rackets and fire staffs are some of the exotic props in his dynamic FIRE SHOW.

His COMEDY JUGGLING SHOW is great fun for children and adults. He juggles 6 balls and 5 clubs while balancing on a rola bola. You will laugh until you cry!

Shows can be performed without fire when LED lighting effects are incorporated into the fire-less shows.

2-Man Show

Keith’s 2- Man Show is a full stage extravaganza perfect for Performing Arts Centers and Arenas. Keith provides his own state-of-the-art sound equipment and show materials.

Strolling stilt walking performances are also available.

“Our Camp had an awesome time. The kids here are from age 3-12, and it’s not easy to entertain all ages at the same time. It was a tremendous show.”
Rachel Seidenfeld,
Camp Director, Brooklyn, NY

“Loved the show.”
- Barbara Walters,
East Hampton, NY
If you have ever thought it was hard to teach an animal a trick, you will be amazed when you see what Ed Jakubowski has taught his group of dogs. Amazement is the reaction many audiences have when they see Ed’s Famous Flying Dogs sail through the air catching Frisbees.

Ed’s talented canines perform at schools, festivals, fairs, Half Time Shows and other events nationwide. The shows feature 4-8 dogs.

For school and library shows, Ed discusses how he trains his dogs.

Since 1978, Ed and his K-9 teams have been top competitors as well as premier showstoppers! Ed and his dogs have appeared on ESPN, ESPN2, Animal Planet, the Great Outdoor Games, Discovery, Wide World of Sports and many national television shows. They perform regularly for MLB, MLS, NBA as well as NFL Half Time Shows!

“Disc Dogs were met with a fantastic crowd response. I personally heard from numerous people on how great it was and how they hope he’ll return next year. Ed was a pleasure to work with...friendly, professional, and very prompt and his dogs are extremely well behaved too.”

Philip Stout, Events Manager
Bryce Jordan Center, Penn State Athletics
University Park, PA

“The best assembly ever! The dogs were so well mannered. The kids were so excited to see their amazing skills. We already have them booked for next year and I’m certain they will be a yearly event.”

Bernadette Harrington,
Activity Coordinator
Windsor Learning Center
Pompton Lakes, NJ
Hansen’s Spectacular

Spectacular Thrill Show

Watch the video at:  www.class-act.com/hansens

High Speed Juggling and Comedy Antics. This hilarious and precise show promises to raise the adrenaline of even the most sedentary audience member.

High Bouncing Trampoline: Twisting, turning and highflying skill makes this show soar to heights in excess of 20 feet!

Ariel Alecia: Alecia executes this amazing display of strength and agility 30 feet above the ground. Audiences are spell bound witnessing her daring dive to fame, supported by her heels alone!

Shows can be performed individually or in any combination.

The Rolling Diamonds

THE ROLLING DIAMONDS, A POPULAR AND THRILLING HALF TIME SHOW! Acrobatic roller skating duo is a one-of-a-kind expert combination of acrobatics on wheels and artistic choreography performed on only a six-foot platform! Blindfolded!

“A right-on-the-edge Thrill Show! The extraordinary tricks would be amazing if they performed them on the ground. But they do the show on a small elevated platform! They had the crowd entranced with every move!”

Tim Dameron, Game Presentations Manager
NBA Detroit Pistons

“The Hansen’s were Great! Performing a spectacular show in front of 700 campers and staff in 90-degree heat is not easy. They did it with finesse.”

Jim Siegler
Willow Grove Day Camp
Willow Grove, PA
Carol Weston's lovely, lilting voice has been heard regularly at such Chicago institutions as the Drake Hotel and Lake Point Towers Cite’ restaurant. Whether accompanying herself with a piano or guitar or backed by other musicians and singers in a Cabaret Act, Carol can provide just the right musical elegance for a variety of events.

Carol can customize a show to fit any needs, large or small, including providing strolling performances of vocals and guitar.

In Carol's Youth Programs children of all ages clap, sing and play along in her several themed programs including: “From Sea to Shining Sea”, “Music and Rhyme”, “Sing a Story” and “Sing with Me”, plus several holiday programs. Puppets, a variety of instruments and other colorful props all contribute to the infectious atmosphere of fun.

ACROSS AMERICA IN SONG! This lively duo presentation offers an eclectic journey across the USA with music and vocals by Carol and Bob Moreen. Perfect for Schools, Senior Groups, Libraries, Park Districts, Banquets, Parties and many Special Events.

“With her honey voice, accompanying herself on guitar and piano, Carol renders a tasteful sampling of show tunes, folk and multicultural melodies. A delight!”
— Annette Rachofsky, Program Chair Women’s American ORT Chicago, IL

“Outstanding! Carol Weston’s performances at Sunday on Central were just that. I would like to extend our gratitude in making this year the best ever.”
— Stacey Rothschild, City of Phoenix Office of Special Events Phoenix, AZ
Sideswipe is the hottest martial arts based performance team in the world. Combining martial arts, dance and gravity-defying acrobatics, these talented young people have taken the world of entertainment by storm.

Sideswipe takes movements from all styles of martial arts such as Wushu, Tae Kwon Do and Capoeira, and then combined them with music and dance choreography to create a unique style of martial arts performance called Xtreme Martial Arts.

Stunts and the unique style of Sideswipe performers have been featured in hit movies such as “GI Joe”, “Rise of the Cobra” and the CW Hit kids show “Kamen Rider: Dragon Knight.”

“The Sideswipe program was great, high energy, great messages, and good audience participation. Our patrons loved them!”

Krista Devlin
Youth Services Librarian
Clarendon Hills Library
Clarendon Hills, IL

“Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/sideswipe

You’ll see Sideswipe performers in some of the most memorable and most-viewed commercials of recent history, including ads for Pepsi®, Motorola®, and Samsung®

Touring to colleges, NBA and NFL during the Half Time Season, in addition to School Assemblies, Corporate Events and Festivals keeps Sideswipe on the road most of the year.
What is a Comedy Stage Hypnosis Show? The Stage Hypnosis show is a fun, fast paced, tastefully delivered program designed to generate audience participation. The show begins with a short introduction to Stage Hypnosis that gets everyone excited to be a part of the show.

After the introduction, more people will want to volunteer than are necessary, but 12-20 lucky volunteers will be invited to take a seat on the stage. The committee of volunteers are rapidly hypnotized to a nice, deep, and natural state of hypnosis, and the fun begins!

The hypnotic state creates a sense of heightened awareness that brings out the best in the volunteer performers. The committee members role-play in various comedy routines that are designed to have your audience doubled over with laughter!

You will see your audience volunteers “lose” their bellybuttons and even jump up and down convinced that they have “won the lottery!” Everyone will be thrilled with the show and depart with wonderful memories and a sincere appreciation of your quality event.

Always performed with dignity and appreciation for audience’s self esteem, no one is ever embarrassed. Erick’s hypnosis show is outrageously popular with high school and college audiences and will likely be the most anticipated campus event of the year!

“...we’ve booked some very exciting acts over the years, but it appears that your stage hypnosis show has taken the top spot in the eyes of our employees...they loved it.”

David Gebhart, Thompson Cigar Co, FL

“I seriously haven’t laughed that hard in years. The best entertainment we’ve ever had!”

Sara Crum, McAllister Software, MO
For more than 30 years, Mark Nichols’ Puppet Place Theater has entertained children and families throughout the country. Mark, who has performed at such venues as Ravinia and Taste of Chicago, uses a variety of puppetry styles in his show. Those styles - hand, rod, string and shadow puppets — are worked into each story.

The Puppet Place Theater comes complete with classical and contemporary music for a full theatrical production. Programs are always presented on an age-appropriate level. Productions available include: “Hansel and Gretel,” “Peter Rabbit” “The Magic Onion” and “The Wonderful World of Puppets.”

Mark can also customize a Puppet Show Perfect for your occasion!

Workshops and Residencies on puppet making are also available.

“It was a great pleasure having you perform at the Drake Hotel. Thank you for enriching the holiday season for us. We look forward to having you again next year.”

George Jordan, Regional Director
The Drake Hotel
Chicago, IL

“Mark was a pleasure to work with. Adults and children laughed out loud at his puppetry antics.”

Ginny Sieck, Library Assistant
Geneva Public Library
Geneva, IL

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/marknichols
Anna Jack delivers a pulsating, action-packed Hula Hoop Show that gets rave responses. Choreographed with precision and style, Anna's show is complete with exciting costuming, music, and a thrilling exhibition of hula hooping, with special LED Strobe Effects to Fire Hoops. A current regular on CBS's "Late Night with David Letterman", Anna comes to us special delivery from The Moscow Circus.

As if her spectacular Hula Hooping skills were not enough, Anna is also skilled at displaying Bungee Dancing, Hand Balancing, Aerial Performing, and Animal Acts.

The Dog Show: These amazing, comical and charming dogs will jump rope, balance, jump through hoops, ride a skateboard, and totally captivate audiences of all ages.

The Bird Show: Anna's trained birds add an element of chirping fun to your event.

Ball Balancing: Juggling, spinning plates, hula hooping — ALL while balancing on a Roller Ball!

Spinning Plates: Audience members will participate in learning the spinning plates routine.

Daniella: Anna's daughter Daniella amazes audiences with her contortion abilities.

"Wow, I think she's the entertainment of the future."
— David Letterman
Chi-town Dixie Stompers
A Smorgasbord of Music

Zydeco, Blues, Rock, Swing, and of course Dixieland! Comedy, audience interaction, various musical instruments including voice renditions of recognizable tunes brings the Dixieland era to life in glorious living color. Music, stomp and Toe-Tappin’ Fun are performed by the most quintessential and sought after musicians in the country.

Other renditions include:
- Dixieland Swing, Zydeco, Blues, and Rock…
- Swing Show or 50’s Night
- The Polka Dots — Polish Polka Music
- The Guys from Chicago Ave — Italian
- Ken E O Irish Fest
- Oompha-pah Band — German
- Urban Reindeer — Winter Holiday/Christmas Celebration

The 2 FUNdamentals

School Assemblies:
With the 2 FUNdamentals show:
- Ken Wojcik singer, entertainer, clarinet and saxophone player takes students through a musical exploration of melody and extraordinary musicianship, vocals, props, audience participation and fun. Songs presented in an array of musical styles.

“They really had us jumping and tapping our toes! They had us singing our hearts out.”

John Bauer
Taste of Wisconsin

“The Chi-Town Dixie Stompers were awesome! Thank you for the great acts and service over so many years.”

Sandy Vanden
Avant Patton Elementary School
Arlington Heights, IL
Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/millsfamily

School Shows:
Learn about perseverance and anti-bullying while having fun! The Dazzling Mills Family school assembly program empowers kids to persevere, set goals, not give up, and to be a winner in any situation. The show includes world class unicycling, juggling, balancing skills, and acrobatics-mixed with positive messages about life. This is a fast paced, high energy, interactive assembly that will keep both the students and staff dazzled and laughing. Programs include: Saying No to Drugs, Respect, Anti-bullying, the Power of Reading, Honesty, Career Day, and Being Your Best, and fit well with your school’s character building education.

Fairs & Festivals:
For the past 14 years the Dazzling Mills Family has been amazing fairgoers with spectacular skills. Along with their amazing juggling and unicycling, the Mills Family is playing with the crowd and bringing them in on all the fun.

Corporate Entertainment:
Move your company ahead and send a message of family values — Have the Dazzling Mills Family at your banquet or conference. Your employees will definitely learn some ideas on moving ahead and success, all the while being exceedingly entertained.

Half Time Shows:
The Dazzling Mills Family has wowed crowds in NBA, WNBA, College, MLB, MLS, and the NFL.

“What a hit! They were without a doubt the best act ever presented by our amusement park!”
Harvestfest
Del Grosso’s Amusement Park, PA

“What a pleasure to have your wonderful family on our show.”
The Statler Brothers
TNT Network
ComedySportz

Watch the video at: www.class-act.com/comedysportz

No matter what your event - College, Corporate Banquet, Convention, Team Building, Festival or School, you will hit a home run with ComedySportz! It's fast, it's funny, and totally relevant to your group. Perfect for any event where you want entertainment that leaves people laughing while offending no one. In ComedySportz’ shows they typically take suggestions from the audience about your group and your interests and then play scenes and games where they weave that information into the show. It's all improvised on the spot, and it's all about You, so it's a lot more fun than a “scripted” show.

Comedy Sportz is versatile, and can play anywhere from 15 to 90 minutes, in rooms ranging from giant convention center halls, gymnasiums and concert stages to intimate corners of your local restaurant.

“The ComedySportz troupe was professional, easy going and very approachable. Constant audience participation throughout the show. Definitely an act we would like to see again.”
Sara Lee Anderson,
Student Activities Dean
UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA

“Awesome!”
-MC
ASAP Conference
This team of amazingly talented gymnasts has more global experience under their belts at a young age than the air turbo rockets they are named after! Individually these athletes are Guinness Record holders, stunt doubles for the movies, former Harlem Globetrotters, and all currently either head up or perform for NBA dunk teams, including the Orlando Magic, Washington Wizards, Charlotte Bobcats, Atlanta Hawks and Utah Jazz. They have propelled their way around the world on several occasions.

As these Turbo Dunkers catapult off their trampolines they reach amazing heights, flipping and twisting their bodies while driving a basketball through the hoop with power, precision, finesse and break neck speed.

This is a show sure to deliver a Turbo Slam Dunk.

“The guys did a phenomenal job. Thanks for such an exciting show.”

Game Operations Coordinator
2012 Big Ten Conference Tournament
Indianapolis, IN

Seen at the 2013 New York State Fair
and at Busch Gardens
View our curriculum connections at: www.class-act.com/curriculum

Magic/ Juggling / Variety / Puppetry
pg. 6    David Seebach’s Wonders of Magic
pg. 14  Bubble Wonders
pg. 24  Michael Rosman
pg. 28  High Energy Trivia
pg. 29  Circus Boy
pg. 30  Joel Ward
pg. 34  Great Big Faces
pg. 35  Mark Hayward
pg. 37  Jeff Bayer
pg. 39  Swift Shift
pg. 43  Stephen Christopher
pg. 48  Hilby
pg. 50  Keith Leaf
pg. 56  Mark Nichols
pg. 59  Dazzling Mills Family

Circus/Acrobatics
pg. 13  Jabali African Acrobats
pg. 18  Silk Road Acrobats
pg. 23  Flying Meatball Circus
pg. 24  Michael Rosman
pg. 29  Circus Boy
pg. 35  Mark Hayward
pg. 46  Fearless Flores
pg. 52  Hansens Spectacular
pg. 57  Anna Jack Productions
pg. 59  Dazzling Mills Family

Sports Shows
pg. 8    Harlem Hoopsters
pg. 17  Rope Warrior
pg. 20  Bungee Jumpers
pg. 25  BreaksKB
pg. 41  Division BMX
pg. 49  Sky Squad
pg. 51  Disc Dogs
pg. 52  Rolling Diamonds
pg. 54  Sideswipe
pg. 61  Team Turbo Dunk

Dance
pg. 7    Ballet Folklorico Mexico
pg. 10  Barefoot Hawaiians
pg. 11  Street Drum Corps
pg. 17  Rope Warrior
pg. 25  BreaksKB
pg. 28  Chi-Town Dixie Stompers
pg. 36  Thirza Defoe
pg. 38  Mr. Taps
pg. 45  Niancho Eniyaley
pg. 47  Polynesian Paradise Dancers
pg. 54  Sideswipe

Multicultural Shows
pg. 7    Ballet Folklorico Mexico
pg. 10  CaSplash
pg. 11  Barefoot Hawaiians
pg. 13  Jabali African Acrobats
pg. 16  Barynya
pg. 18  Silk Road Acrobats
pg. 19  Kalapriya
pg. 36  Thirza Defoe
pg. 38  Mr. Taps
pg. 45  Niancho Eniyaley
pg. 47  Polynesian Paradise Dancers
pg. 58  Chi-Town Dixie Stompers

Animal Shows/Science
pg. 9    Wild World of Animals
pg. 31  A Zoo To You
pg. 37  Jeff Bayer
pg. 40  Comedy Critter Concert
pg. 51  Disc Dogs
pg. 57  Anna Jack Productions

Music
pg. 7    Ballet Folklorico Mexico
pg. 10  CaSplash
pg. 11  Barefoot Hawaiians
pg. 12  Street Drum Corps
pg. 17  Rope Warrior
pg. 25  BreaksKB
pg. 28  Chi-Town Dixie Stompers
pg. 42  The Drumline
pg. 45  Niancho Eniyaley
pg. 47  Polynesian Paradise Dancers
pg. 53  Carol Weston

Find MANY more acts available online at
www.class-act.com

Historical/ Motivational
pg. 14  Bubble Wonders
pg. 21  Novel Ideas
pg. 26  Bob Love
pg. 27  Theodore Roosevelt

Hypnotists/Mentalists
pg. 15  Christopher Bolter
pg. 43  Stephen Christopher
pg. 55  Erick Kand

American Aerobatics

Bubble Nicolas

Veniamin
The Human Slinky
INTERNATIONAL TOURS

Here are highlights from some of the many Class Act International Tours

Harlem Hoopsters / Former NBA Players featuring Dennis Rodman – People’s Republic of China

Jabali African Acrobats – Canada Tour

Harlem Hoopsters – Kuwait Tour

Harlem Hoopsters – Al Jazeera Network, Damascus, Syria

All Entertainment for National Day Celebration, Century Park, Shanghai, China – 5 consecutive years

International Music Eisteddfod Llangollen, Wales

Performance Basketball – Malaysia Tour

Performance Basketball – Turkey Tour

Our performances are perfect for Theatres and Performing Arts Centers

As a reminder, all of our performers move quickly and effortlessly around the country every day. Getting to your event is always easy – it’s what we do every day!

Let Class Act put together an exciting tour in your country!

If you don’t see it here, call us! We can help!

262-245-0700
800-808-0917 Chicago
888-279-1002 New York
800-557-3599 Los Angeles
800-303-9669 Miami

Like us on facebook!
www.class-act.com
email: class-act@class-act.com  262-245-0700
A Leading International Entertainment Company for more than 26 years!
Class Act Performers are based in every state and travel throughout the country every day.

1690 Cottage Drive
Lake Geneva, WI 53147

800-808-0917 Chicago
888-279-1002 New York
800-557-3599 Los Angeles
800-303-9669 Miami